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WHO ARE WE?
As the largest student-run hospitality
summit in the world, YHS serves as a
platform for industry professionals, media
members and student delegates to engage
in pertinent and insightful discussions on
the industry's latest topics every year.

40 to 50
industry professionals

over
80
selected delegates
from 40+
hospitality institutions
around the globe

OUR DELEGATES
41% Europe
19% Asia Pacific

20% The Americas

8% Oceania

12% Africa & Middle East

YHS 2022
7th - 9th of March
After a long hibernation, the global tourism
community is ready to reconnect. Our very
first hybrid YHS summit offers you the best
of both worlds. Streaming live from our EHL
campus in Switzerland, delegates, partners
and speakers are invited to join us online or
in person.
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YHS KEY ELEMENTS
KEYNOTES
YHS invites leaders from their respective
fields to deliver powerful and thoughtprovoking speeches that draw on their
unique personal experiences.

YOUR HOSPITALITY
SQUEEZE
To engage our community outside the
summit, old and new YHS friends share
their unique student perspective in this
brand-new hospitality podcast.

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Panel discussions bring together top
leaders in various fields of expertise to
debate and discuss the latest topics of
the industry.

THE TOPICAL
The Topical is YHS's monthly newsletter
keeping our community up-to-date with
the latest industry trends and internal
YHS happenings. 

DELEGATES SESSIONS
Delegate Sessions enable our partners to
share key learnings and insights with the
student delegates through personalized
workshops.

YHS CHALLENGE
Building on their knowledge throughout
the summit, delegates present an
innovative solution to the challenge set
by the Challenge Provider.
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OUR DELEGATES
YHS invites over 80 student delegates from the
world's most prestigious hospitality schools to the
summit every year. Present on our EHL campus
through the entirety of the conference, they gain
precious insights from all keynotes and panes.
Furthermore, they strengthen their collaboration
skills during the intense YHS Challenge, which they
have to complete in randomly selected teams, and
in only three days.

SELECTION CRITERIA
Penultimate or Final Year Bachelor
Students
Prior practical and administrative
experience in the hospitality industry
High academic level
Ability to work in a team
Professionalism
Leadership skills
Creative skills
Motivation
Attitude
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CHALLENGE PROVIDER
The Challenge Provider is our most distinguished
partner and our main cultivator of the whole summit.
They design the YHS Challenge for our delegates to
solve, hold Delegates Sessions to share unique wisdom,
and are the partner on whose on-campus presence we
insist on during the summit.

OUR CHALLENGE
PROVIDER OF YHS 2021

OUR YHS CHALLENGE 2021 THEME
"THE SUSTAINABLE GUEST ROOM"
The delegates were challenged to create an innovative idea (product,
service or marketing campaign) that can add value to the guest experience
while having a positive impact on the planet and the community.
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CHALLENGE PROVIDER
UNIQUE BENEFITS
Set the YHS Challenge - Draw
solutions from delegates to an
issue specific to your company

Integration to the network of past YHS
delegates to an issue specific to your
company (LinkedIn, social gatherings)

Hold one Delegate Session and
teach hospitality students from the
most renowned institutions about
trends shaping our industry

Exclusive campus access, including
personalized activities and physical
networking opportunities

FURTHER BENEFITS
Market exposure
Logo placement on social media, official YHS
website, and YHS Topical (monthly newsletter).
Feature of the company in the YHS Topical
(monthly newsletter with 1000 + subscribers),
with content flexibility and social media exposure.
Opportunity to be featured on YHS Podcast “Your
Hospitality Squeeze”.
Brand exposure on banners, photo backdrop etc.
during the summit and on the EHL campus.
Individual posts introducing your company on our
social media channels.
Post-summit exposure.

Events access
Position as a panellist / keynote speaker.
Networking in virtual breakout sessions.
Interviews and recruitment opportunities with
student delegates through our virtual platform.
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YHS PARTNER
YHS Partner is similar to Challenge Provider as
they are our financial support and crucial to us
creating a memorable and eventful summit.
YHS Partner enjoys maximized market exposure
through all our social channels and will have full
access to our summit as well.

FURTHER BENEFITS
Market exposure
Logo placement on social media, official YHS
website, and YHS Topical (monthly newsletter).
Feature of the company in the YHS Topical
(monthly newsletter with 1000 + subscribers),
with content flexibility and social media
exposure.
Opportunity to be featured on YHS Podcast
“Your Hospitality Squeeze”.
Brand exposure on banners, photo backdrop etc.
during the summit and on the EHL campus.
Individual posts introducing your company on
our social media channels.
Post-summit exposure.

Events access
Position as a panelist / keynote speaker. This
will be subjected to your interest and
schedule availability.
Networking in virtual breakout sessions.

UNIQUE BENEFITS
Opportunity to be selected as a
Delegate Session holder and teach
hospitality students from the most
renowned institutions about trends
shaping our industry
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PRODUCT PARTNER
The product partner sponsors YHS various types
of products. These are either distributed to our
speakers and partners as gift packages, or the
delegates from diverse background through
goodie bags respectively. Product Partner enjoys
full access to the entire hybrid event and will be
featured on our social media.

FURTHER BENEFITS
Market exposure
Logo placement on social media, official YHS
website, and YHS Topical (monthly newsletter).
Feature of the company in the YHS Topical
(monthly newsletter with 1000 + subscribers),
with content flexibility and social media
exposure.
Opportunity to be featured on YHS Podcast
“Your Hospitality Squeeze”.
Individual posts introducing your company on
our social media channels.

Events access
Networking in virtual breakout sessions.

UNIQUE BENEFITS
Opportunity to provide our participants
with your company's product before,
during and after the summit.
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PAST YHS PARTNERS
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PAST SPEAKERS

Neil Jacobs
CEO, Six Senses
Hotels Resorts Spas

Anita Mendiratta
Special Advisor to the
Secretary General,
UNWTO

Bill Bensley
Director, BENSLEY

Ted Teng
Former President and
CEO, Leading Hotels
of the World

Susan Wheeldon
Country Manager Australia and New
Zealand, Airbnb

Christian Clerc
President, Global
Operations, Four Seasons
Hotels & Resorts

Sharan Pasricha
Founder & CEO,
Ennismore

Markus Müller
Managing Director, Global
Head of Chief Investment
Office, Deutsche Bank

Kris Singleton
Chief Information
Officer, Enseo

Craig Cogut
Founder, Chairman
and CEO, Pegasus
Capital Advisors, L.P.

Vivek Bhogaraju
GM, Revenue Performance
Solutions, Lodging & Vacation
Rental, Expedia Group

Henri Roelings
Founder & CEO,
HospitalityNet
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WHY PARTNER WITH YHS 2022
Meet potential leaders of tomorrow
and recruit young talents from top
hospitality schools around the
world in one place

Gain access and exposure to thousands
of students and industry professionals
online

Network with top leaders and
professionals across the world from
various industries

Gather groundbreaking insights on
industry trends with keynote speakers
and panelists

GET IN TOUCH
EVA SALHOFER
Core Member
Overseeing Speakers, Partnerships,
PR & Press departments

TANG TSUN KIT CHARLES
Head of Partnerships

eva.salhofer@ehl.ch
+33 6 51 59 80 30

yhspartnerships@gmail.com
charles.tang@ehl.ch
+41 79 900 79 85

JAHAAN SOMANI
Partnerships Assistant

MICHAELA ULRYCH
Partnerships Assistant

jahaan.somani@ehl.ch
+41 79 900 75 25

michaela.ulrych@ehl.ch
+41 79 437 33 90

